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April 13, 2005    
 
Representative Charlie Norwood 
Chairman, Subcommittee on Workforce Protections 
House Committee on Education and the Workforce 
2452 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515-1009 
 
Dear Chairman Norwood: 
 
On behalf of the Association of Occupational Health Professionals in Healthcare 
(AOHP), I am writing regarding H.R. 739 (Occupational Safety and Health Small 
Business Day in Court Act of 2005) and H.R. 742 (Occupational Safety and Health Small 
Employer Access to Justice Act of 2005). AOHP supports both of these bills. 
 
H.R.739- Occupational Safety and Health Small Business Day in Court Act of 2005 
AOHP supports providing the Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission 
(OSHRC) with the authority to extend the time limits under which an employer normally 
is required to respond to a citation or proposed assessment issued by Occupational Safety 
and Health Administration (OSHA). The current limit is an arbitrary 15-day deadline for 
employers to file a response. AOHP believes that permitting late filings when the delay is 
based on “mistake, inadvertence, surprise, or excusable neglect” is much fairer and would 
not cause undue harm to workers. 
 
A small business is not likely to have full-time occupational health staff; therefore 
providing the possibility of extending the deadline may provide a small business with the 
necessary time to secure professional assistance on a health and safety issue. The 
flexibility granted under H.R. 739 is supported by AOHP. 
 
AOHP has one concern about extending this deadline. This concern pertains to the 
possibility that the “additional time to respond” could inadvertently allow a harmful 
condition to continue for a longer period of time. AOHP suggests language be added to 
prohibit an extension of the 15-day time limit for any condition that is deemed to be a 
hazard that if not addressed may cause a serious injury or fatality. 
 
H.R. 742 – Occupational Safety and Health Small Employer Access to Justice Act of 
2005 
AOHP also supports H.R. 742. We are pleased that you have included with the bill a 
specific definition of what constitutes a "small business". 
 
AOHP does caution that such a change may impact budgetary considerations within 
OSHA. It is recommended that this legislation provide direction to OSHA to use caution 
when prosecuting a small employer, the reality of the situation is that should OSHA not 
have the “legal ground” against some employers, reimbursement of attorney fees and 
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expenses will have a detrimental impact on OSHA’s limited resources. Additional 
legislation is needed to ensure OSHA of adequate funding to fully comply with the 
possibility of this reimbursement. The concern is that funds designated for protecting 
workers would be diminished if additional funding were not added to OSHA for the 
activities in this legislation. 
 
In conclusion, AOHP appreciates your interest and commitment to worker health and 
safety. We share your goal that all workers be provided quality health and safety 
workplace protection.  We ask that you support H.R. 739 and 742 with the changes we 
have recommended. 
 
We thank you for this opportunity to communicate our concern and look forward to an 
opportunity to provide additional information or assist you further. Please contact Sandra 
Prickitt at (415) 492-4790 or prickis@sutterhealth.org for additional information. 
 
AOHP, a national association of approximately 1000 members, is dedicated to promoting 
the health and safety of workers in healthcare.  This is accomplished through: 
 
     Advocating for employee health and safety 
     Occupational health education and networking opportunities 
     Health and safety advancement through best practice and research 
     Partnering with employers, regulatory agencies and related associations. 
 
 
Sincerely, 

 

Denise Strode, BSN, COHN-S/CM 
Executive President 
 
 
 
 
 


